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Online Quiz League 
 

Questions set by:  Lucy Bartholomew, Jenna Carolan, Rachel Clark, Alexandra Hardwick, Alexia Jarvis, Katy 
Marchant, Allison Owens and Erin Thomson in celebration of INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY  

For use in: Season 9 Week 9 Friendly matches played 08/03/2023 
Correct as of: 07/03/2023 

 
Note to QMs (please read aloud to teams): Players are politely reminded to have their hands in view at all times 

 
 



Round 1 

1a Which George Eliot novel, named for the fictional town that is its setting, follows characters such as Dorothea Brooke 

and Rosamond Vincy in the lead-up to the 1832 Reform Act? It is subtitled A Study of Provincial Life. MIDDLEMARCH 

1b 
Discovered by Mary Claire King, the BRCA1 gene is responsible for causing a hereditary version of which specific 

disease? 

BREAST CANCER (Prompt on 

Cancer) 

2a At the 2023 BAFTAs, Ariana de Bose rapped a rendition of Eurythmics' Sisters Are Doing It For Themselves. This rap 

namechecked female nominees, including which Everything Everywhere All At Once actress, who DeBose has "loved 

from the start?" Michelle YEOH 

2b 
Stormé DeLarverie, a butch lesbian activist, is often thought to have started what series of protests by members of the 

queer community? They are named after a gay bar in North America.. 

STONEWALL riots / rebellion / 

uprising. (accept STONEWALL 

Inn) 

3a 
In 2021, Governor-General of Barbados Sandra Mason became President as part of Barbados' transition to what form of 

government? In this type of government, representatives including the head of state are chosen by election, but a 

constitution prevents it from being a pure democracy. REPUBLIC 

3b 

With its move to Channel 4 in 2017, which Great British Bake Off judge left the show and was replaced by Prue Leith? Mary BERRY 

4a 
After giving birth to a daughter in 1999 and returning to training only ten days later, which Irish athlete went on to win 

silver in the 5,000m at the 2000 Sydney Olympics? Sonia O'SULLIVAN 

4b Which contemporary American composer wrote a one-movement percussion concerto, completed in 2005? Her 2010 

Pulitzer Prize-winning violin concerto, which includes the movements 1726 and Fly Forward, was composed for Hilary 

Hahn. Jennifer HIGDON 



Round 2 

  1a Which footballer is the current captain of both the French women's national side and Division 1 Féminine club Lyon? 

Winning 14 domestic league titles and 8 Champions Leagues, she is one of the most decorated players in history. Wendie RENARD 

1b 

Ruth E. Carter took inspiration from African tribes and Afrofuturism when designing costumes for which 2018 Marvel 

movie? Worn by Angela Bassett and Letitia Wright, this won Carter her first Oscar for Costume Design. BLACK PANTHER 

2a Which London Underground line, printed in light blue and travelling from Brixton to Walthamstow Central, is named 

after a 19th century monarch? VICTORIA Line 

2b Ellie Rowsell is the lead singer of which English rock band? Formed in 2010, this group won the 2018 Mercury Prize for 

their album Visions of a Life. WOLF ALICE 

3a 13 Reasons Why actress Tommy Dorfman carried an Edie Parker handbag with the phrase ‘Protect Trans Kids’ at the 

2022 edition of what annual event, held every May in New York? 

The MET GALA (accept MET 

BALL) 

3b Dorothy Hodgkin is well known for her work with which scientific imaging method? In 1964, she became the third 

woman to win the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for confirming the structures of substances such as insulin and vitamin B12. X-RAY CRYSTALLOGRAPHY 

4a Depicting two men lurking above a woman, which Baroque artist painted Susanna and the Elders in 1610? She was the 

first woman admitted to the Accademia di Arte del Disegno in Florence. Artemisia GENTILESCHI 

4b Which German-born Jewish girl kept a diary, sometimes named "Kitty", whilst hiding from Nazi persecution? Annelies/Anne FRANK 

 
 
 
 
 



Round 3 

1a Pioneered by Gillian Rose, which discipline of human geography explores the impact of geography on gender 

inequality, and was developed in response to patriarchal perspectives in the study of geography? FEMINIST geography 

1b Girl group Atomic Kitten had their second UK number one with a cover of Eternal Flame, originally by which 80s pop 

rock band? Their other hits include Manic Monday and Walk Like An Egyptian. The BANGLES 

2a Polish tennis player Iga Swiatek ("EE-gah SHVEE-on-tek") won two Grand Slam tennis majors in 2022. Which major did 

she win after beating America's Coco Gauff in the final? This is the second tennis major of the calendar year. FRENCH Open 

2b Jane Goodall is a British primatologist best known for her observations of which species of great ape in Gombe Stream 

National Park, Tanzania? CHIMPANZEE 

3a Which Northern Irish author won the 2020 Women’s Prize for Fiction with her historical novel Hamnet? Maggie O'FARRELL 

3b 
Queen Christina, who heavily funded humanities and sciences research, ruled which country from 1632 until 1654? She 

was a member of this country's Vasa dynasty. 

Kingdom of SWEDEN / 

SWEDISH Empire (accept 

SVERIGE) 

4a 

As an ice-cream sandwich; still as its dough; or dipped in milk are common methods of consuming what sweet snack, 

invented by Ruth Graves Wakefield, and for which a scary blue Muppet is named? Chocolate chip COOKIEs 

4b Which Asian-American rapper of Yellow Ranger also had film roles as Constance in Ocean's 8, and Goh Peik Lin in 

Crazy Rich Asians? AWKWAFINA (accept Nora LUM) 

 
 
 
 



 
 
Round 4 

1a 
In 1971, Carolyn Davidson was paid $35 after she created the famous Swoosh logo for which American sportswear 

brand? NIKE 

1b 
Two Vietnamese sisters with what surname launched a rebellion against the Han dynasty in China from 40 until 43 AD? 

TRUNG (accept Trưng Trắc and 

Trưng Nhị) 

2a The ballet academy in St Petersburg, Russia, is named after which ballerina? She pioneered standardised ballet 

education in the 20th century, with a method also being named after her. 

Agrippina VAGANOVA (accept 

VAGANOVA method) 

2b Which queen of Arthurian legend was played by Angel Coulby in BBC's Merlin series? GUINEVERE 

3a In netball, what word, beginning with G, can precede "Attack" and "Defence" to name two positions? These players on 

opposite teams typically mark each other during a match. GOAL 

3b The winner of the Grammy Award for Album of the Year in 2021 for Folklore, who is the singer of Lavender Haze? She 

became the first woman to win the Brit Global Icon Award in 2021. Taylor SWIFT 

4a Sharing its name with a type of penguin, which region of Antarctica is claimed by France? ADÉLIE Land 

4b According to NASA data, and second only to the USA, which European country has sent the most female cosmonauts 

into space? Valentina Tereshkova was the first, and actress Yulia Peresild the most recent. 

RUSSIA (accept SOVIET UNION, 

USSR) 

 
 

HALF-TIME - PLEASE CHANGE ORDER 
 



 
 
Round 5 

1a At the 2021 Met Gala, American Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez sparked controversy after wearing a white 

Aurora James gown emblazoned with what three-word slogan? TAX THE RICH 

1b With its move to Channel 4 in 2017, which pair of Great British Bake Off presenters left the show and were replaced by 

Noel Fielding and Sandi Toksvig? Either forenames or surnames are sufficient. 

MEL GIEDROYC and SUE 

PERKINS (Accept Mel and Sue) 

2a Which footballer is the current captain of both the Spanish women's national side and Primera Division club Barcelona? 

Winning six domestic league titles and one Champions League, she is considered one of the best footballers in the world. Alexia PUTELLAS Segura 

2b Donna Strickland is best known for her work with which optoelectronic devices? For her work, she won the Nobel Prize 

in Physics in 2018, becoming the third woman to do so. LASERS 

3a Subtitled The Modern Prometheus, which Mary Shelley novel includes characters such as Elizabeth Lavenza and 

Caroline Beaufort? It has been called the first true science-fiction novel. FRANKENSTEIN 

3b DeLarverie's influence is often compared to Rosa Parks. Parks' removal to move for a white passenger instigated a bus 

boycott during the 1950s in which US city, the capital of Alabama? MONTGOMERY 

4a Mary Simon is the current Governor-General of Canada, a country that has what type of government? Though some 

elections may take place, the head of state inherits the position in this type of government system. Constitutional MONARCHY 

4b Lauren Mayberry is the lead singer of which Scottish pop band? Formed in 2011, this group won the 2022 Best Song by 

UK Artist NME award for their single How Not To Drown, from the album Screen Violence. CHVRCHES 

 
 
 
 



Round 6 

1a 
Named for a Norwegian queen, which region of Antarctica is made up of five coasts, which include Princess Martha Coast 

and Princess Astrid Coast? Queen MAUD Land 

1b 
Dian Fossey was an American primatologist best known for her observations of which primate in the forests of Rwanda? Mountain GORILLA 

2a 
Rose Totino is credited with inventing the frozen version of which Italian-origin food? Meat Feast, Hawaiian, and Barbecue 

Chicken are common varieties, but bear little resemblance to the original Margherita. PIZZA 

2b 
Which enchantress of Arthurian legend was played by Katie McGrath in BBC's Merlin series? 

MORGANA (accept 

MORGAN LE FAY) 

3a 
Iga Swiatek ("EE-gah SHVEE-on-tek") also won which Grand Slam major in 2022 after beating Tunisian Ons Jabeur? This 

is the last major in the calendar year. US Open 

3b 
Atomic Kitten had their third number one with a cover of The Tide is High, originally by The Paragons, but covered by which 

American rock band whose other hits include Heart of Glass and Atomic. BLONDIE 

4a 
The oldest dance school in the United States, located in New York City, is named after which modern dancer? The style 

named after her is still a fundamental technique in modern dance. 

Martha GRAHAM (accept 

GRAHAM technique) 

4b 
Three sisters with what surname opposed the dictatorship of Rafael Trujillo in the Dominican Republic? They were 

assassinated in 1960. 

MIRABAL (accept 

Patria/Minerva/Maria Teresa 

MIRABAL) 

 



 
Round 7 

1a What word, beginning with W, precedes "Attack" and "Defence" to form the name of two other netball positions? These 

players on opposite teams also typically mark each other during a match. WING 

1b Both forenames needed. Which woman ruled the Habsburg Empire from 1740 until 1780? She funded Enlightenment-

style education, partly to train enough administrators to meet the needs of her absolutist monarchy. 

MARIA THERESA (prompt on 

incomplete answers) 

2a Which English author won the 2021 Women’s Prize for Fiction with her fantasy novel Piranesi? Susanna CLARKE 

2b The winner of the Grammy Award for Record of the Year in 2023, who is the singer of About Damn Time? She is the 

first black woman to win the award since Whitney Houston did so almost 30 years previously. 

LIZZO (accept Melissa Viviane 

JEFFERSON) 

3a Harriot Beazley and Catherine Wilkinson are the co-editors of a journal named for which discipline of human 

geography? Many of the articles in this journal focus on places such as schools, playgrounds, and youth clubs. CHILDREN's geographies 

3b Which singer of Make Me Feel and Tightrope also had film roles as Teresa in Moonlight and Mary Jackson in Hidden 

Figures? Janelle MONÁE Robinson 

4a In 1998, Ruth Kedar designed the logo for which American technology company, famous for its search engine? GOOGLE 

4b Which Asian country sent its first female taikonaut, Liu Yang, into space on the Shenzhou ("shen-joe") 9 mission in 

2012? A year later, Shenzhou 10 would carry its second female taikonaut, Wang Yaping. CHINA 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Round 8 

1a Gentileschi also depicted which biblical woman beheading the Assyrian General Holofernes? JUDITH 

1b Which conductor was the first woman to conduct at the Last Night of the Proms? She often collaborates with Higdon, 

and spent 15 years with the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra. Marin ALSOP 

2a 

Which London Underground line, printed in purple and opened in 2022, is named after a 20th/21st century monarch? ELIZABETH Line 

2b Although born in Frankfurt, Anne Frank moved to which Dutch city, the country's most populous, where her family hid in 

the "Secret Annex"? Their hiding place is preserved in the Anne Frank House. AMSTERDAM 

3a In her viral rap, Ariana de Bose also namechecked which other Everything Everywhere All at Once actress, when she 

claimed "you are all of us"? Jamie Lee CURTIS 

3b Discovered by Mary F. Lyon, X-inactivation or Lyonization is responsible for determining which feline coat colour? TORTOISESHELL or CALICO 

4a 
After giving birth to a daughter in 1990, which Scottish athlete won gold in the 10,000m at the 1991 World 

Championships in Tokyo, which led to her being named that year's BBC Sports Personality of the Year? 

Liz MCCOLGAN (accept 

NUTTALL do not accept or 

prompt on Eilish McColgan) 

4b Drawing inspiration from the Roaring Twenties and Broadway, Colleen Atwood won her first Costume Design Oscar for 

which 2002 musical movie? It stars Catherine Zeta Jones and Renée Zellwegger as two murderers awaiting trial. CHICAGO 

 
We hope you have enjoyed this International Women’s Day friendly set. Please remember that the friendlies are written by volunteers who 

are all members of OQL so please consider that when making comments regarding the friendly set. 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
Spares 

1 In 2001, Katie Price ran as an independent candidate in an election in the Urmston and Stretford ward of what English 

city? MANCHESTER 

2 

The historian Anna Komnene's work 'The Alexiad' is one of the most important primary sources of information about 

which Empire? BYZANTINE Empire 

3 Parris Goebel choreographed which singer's 2023 Super Bowl halftime show? This singer used her performance to 

announce her pregnancy, which the dancers were unaware of during rehearsals. 

RIHANNA (accept Robyn 

FENTY) 

4 Name either of the two women to share the 2020 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for their pioneering development of a method 

of genome editing through CRISPR. 

Emmanuelle CHARPENTIER; 

Jennifer DOUDNA 

 
 


